challengefuture is engaging youth in sustainable innovation for tomorrow (THINK) while creating a positive impact today (DO).
What Problems We Are Solving

The global challenges are getting bigger, while the generation that will have to address them is getting weaker.
Rationale for challenge future

No proven ways to trigger and sustain sufficient levels of action for change to happen in a timely way.

The increasing gap between education, skills and jobs. Growing difficulties for youth to obtain work, entrepreneurship and leadership experiences.

How to prevent youth deconstructive outlet and how to implement it?
What We Do

- Youth Development
- Positive Impact
- Commitments
- Competition
- Conferences
- Collaboration
- Change

Youth Development ———— Positive Impact
challenge future commitments
The Future of Connecting
The Future of Transportation
The Future of Youth Social Responsibility

engaging youth to create real impact

issue specific competitions
- PRME Uncorrupted World
- Facing 21st century disasters
- I change the Biz World

local/regional competitions
- Youth 4 youth
- Mission Lake Baikal
- sLOVEnia – Old stories, new adventures
Under the patronage of UNESCO

summit 2012
March 16-21, 2012 / Bled, Slovenia

challengefuture conferences

TEDx Bled
x = independently organized TED event

challengefuture academy
Global Youth for Positive Impact

challengefuture educators forum
Education for Smart, Sustainable and Inclusive Future

challengefuture business forum
2020: Next Challenges, Next Champions

challengefuture gala
Towards Smart, Sustainable and Inclusive Future
2nd challenge future summit
challengefuture collaboration

- Chapter Skopje, Macedonia
- Chapter Baikal, Russia
- Chapter Rwanda
- Chapter Pakistan
- Chapter Bangladesh

YOUTH for YOUTH
By Laura Garlo

Nemo's School in Ghana is facing energy challenges. The school is struggling to meet its energy demands, and a new solution is being proposed.

A Zeppelin is being designed to levitate above the school, catching high winds and collecting solar energy. This unique solution aims to provide renewable energy.

The Zeppelin will have a system to collect and store energy, ensuring the school's energy needs are met.

The school is also on track to be the first SL2 in Singapore. Bhat and Dutt Project are working on this exciting initiative. The team is building a semi-outdoor tinkering lab to prepare the local community for good innovation & expand to other regions.

**PROPOSED SOLUTION**

**We Built: Africa**

**Bi-Table Unit**
who is inspiring us (cf advisory board)

These empowered young people are beginning to transform every institution of modern life.

**Don Tapscott,**
Wikinomics

The world needs us. There is no other place. There is no other time.

**Nancy J. Adler,**
S. Bronfman Chair in Management at McGill University

**Donald Johnston,**
former OECD president

**Edward De Bono,**
Creator of Six Thinking Hats and Lateral Thinking

**Deepa Prahalad,**
business strategist

**Joel A. Barker,**
futurist

**Žiga Turk,**
The Minister of Education, Science, Culture and Sports, Slovenia

**Sandi Češko,**
Chairman Studio Moderna
challenge future 5 years main focus

Jobs, Jobs, Jobs....

Growth within planetary boundaries

Climate resilience

World beyond extreme poverty
challenge future goals until 2017

1.000.000 youth actively engaged

Mapping globally 3.000.000 creative minds

500.000 youth reach financial independence

15.000.000 lives improved

5.000 ideas/social projects/start ups
challengefuture results in 2011

- 23,733+ community members
- 1,469 innovative ideas
- 270,000 lives impacted
- 210,000 volunteering hours
- 9 challenges in 2011
Challenge future means truly global collaboration.

- 214 countries and territories
- 85 local hubs
- 1,546 faculties and schools
- 21 CF chapters
challenge **future** added value

For each **14 EUR** invested into challenge **future** in the next 5 years, we plan to:

- develop skills of *2* youths
- enable financial independency of *1* youth
- improve lives of *30* people by youth efforts

All at the same time!
The Future of challengefuture

“Would you like to participate in cf competitions in the future?”

98% YES!